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your refusal." One for old Danby and his eternal in-the-
rightness ! ' Copper Coin ' had done uncommonly well.
Its successor would probably do uncommonly better. The
book was a proof of what he—Michael—was always saying :
The ' cockyolly-bird period ' was passing. People wanted
life again. Sibley, Walter Nazing, Linda—all those who
had nothing to say except that they were superior to such
as had—were already measured for their coffins. Not that
they would know when they were in them ; not blooming
likely ! They would continue to wave their noses and look
down them !
6 Pm fed-up with them,' thought Michael. ' If only
Fleur would see that looking down your nose is a sure sign
of inferiority ! ' And, suddenly, it came to him that she
probably did. Wilfrid was the only one of the whole lot she
had ever been thick with ; the others were there because—
well, because she was Fleur, and had the latest things about
her. When, very soon, they were no longer the latest
things, she would drop them. But Wilfrid she would not
drop. No, he felt sure that she had not dropped, and
would not drop Wilfrid.
He looked up. Ludgate Hill! " Near St. Paul's—sells
balloons ? " And there—sure enough—the poor beggar was !
Bicket was deflating with a view to going off his stand
for a cup of cocoa. Remembering that he had come on him
by accident, Michael stood for a moment preparing the
tones of surprise. Pity the poor chap couldn't blow himself
into one of those coloured shapes and float over St. Paul's
to Peter. Mournful little cuss he looked, squeezing out the
air ! Memory tapped sharply on his mind. Balloon—in
the square—November the first—joyful night! Special!
Fleur ! Perhaps they brought luck. He moved and said
in an astounded voice : " Tou9 Bicket ? Is this your stunt
now ? "

